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Following a training at the 
ETUI: why?

Course programme 2016-2017

Training at European level
is an obvious asset for learning 
about and dealing with the most 
strategic trade union issues.

1.
Training in key and 
cross-sectional skills
can help develop trade union 
action.

2.

Training at “inter-union” 
level
All training courses are at 
“inter-union” level according to 
different models of trade union 
action.

3.
Training at “multi-level”

with the wealth of the broad 
cultural diversity of different 
countries and their different 
prevailing situations.

4.

Training through active 
methods
The ETUI’s educational choice 
puts the trainee at the centre of 
the learning exercise, to share 
his experience with his peers 
through numerous cooperative 
activities.

5.
Easy registration
Registration is always carried 
out by the trade union 
confederations or European 
federations; all you have to 
do, is contact the officials and 
ask to participate. The ETUI 
selects the participants in close 
cooperation with its members.

6.

1
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Training at a very good 
price

because all participants pay only 
a small solidarity contribution.

9.

Training through a 
learning path

because the ETUI’s educational 
offer provides several flexible 
educational paths capable of 
meeting all needs, including 
language training (English and 
French for trade unionists).

7.
Training with one’s peers

The ETUI’s education is focused 
on specific targets: for instance, 
training for young executives or 
for members of European Works 
Councils, or specialists in project 
management.

8.

ETUI 
Education

Committed
pursuant to the 
trade union 
priorities and the 
strategy of the 
European trade 
union movement

Attentive
to changes, whilst 
anticipating new 
needs

Powerful
contributes to a 
more efficient trade 
union activity with 
more competent 
officials

Innovative
New subjects and 
new methods every 
year

Efficient
Evaluation by the 
participants proves 
it is useful on a 
day-to-day basis
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Practical questions

Courses and the opening of applications are announced around three months in 
advance by email to all members, national confederations and European trade union 
federations. These mails are sent out to the addresses provided to us as the contact for 
each organisation.

Sometimes trade union organisations change the person responsible and do not let us 
know the new contact details; for others the address is not for a specific person. In any 
event we will update our records when necessary; all you need to do is to send the new 
mail address to us (to Nathalie De Vits, ndevits@etui.org). 
We also notify previous participants of new courses.

Who will receive information on each of our training activities?

Three months beforehand, in addition to the details already given in the course 
programme, the general aims of the programme, the target profile for participants, 
the cost of the course and the procedure for completing the application form are 
confirmed, along with the working languages, the venue and the partners involved.

What information is given in these notifications?

Applications are submitted by trade union organisations. Normally more people apply 
than the number of places available. In that case the ETUI selects the participants.

The selection process takes account of how well applicants fit the defined profile, but 
that is not the sole criterion. Consideration is also given to the number of participants 
per organisation, per country and per working language, gender diversity, embodying 
the practical application of trade union values, ensuring a multicultural European 
dimension and favourable educational conditions.

Where not all the applicants from an organisation are able to take part, we hold 
discussions with the head of training for that organisation in order to be able to 
understand and fit in with the priorities of their human resources policy. Direct 
applications on the initiative of individuals are not accepted but are referred to their 
national confederation.

Can any trade unionist sign up? How does the ETUI know which 
trade union officers are taking part?

Course programme 2016-2017
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There is indeed an enrolment charge. It serves as a contribution to the ETUI’s budget 
and also aims to promote responsibility. It is more in the way of a contribution to 
costs than a market price. The ETUI receives European funding. 85% of our income 
is European public money; the remaining 15% comes from various sources, and the 
contribution made by these enrolment fees is a very significant part. However, it is 
important to highlight the solidarity-based nature of the system of standard rates 
applied.

Trade union organisations make equal contributions for all participants regardless of 
whether they will be flying from the farthest reaches of Europe or live within cycling 
or metro distance of the course venue. Or if they need to stay an extra night because of 
the plane timetables.
There is a daily rate, currently €60, for each day of training; it can be reduced by 40% or 
25% by agreement with the country of origin. We then apply the same rules and groups 
of countries that the ETUC applies in its recently adopted internal quota system.

Must the ETUI training be paid for? Is there an enrolment fee?

There are contact details for Education officers and administrative assistants for each 
forthcoming training course listed in the course programme. Any of them can be 
contacted directly or by mail. See ‘Your Contacts’ chapter.

How can we find out more information or get clarifications on a 
particular course?

At present we cannot say that there will be a generalised or systematic assessment.
The nature of trade union training does not lend itself to any particular emphasis on 
training assessment (based on what participants learn), and it has not traditionally 
been encouraged.
However, interaction with the certification and validation of training in some courses 
has already resulted in procedures to demonstrate the skills acquired. Another aspect 
for consideration in the future is the assessment of the training itself (based on the 
impact that the qualification of trade union officials trained by us has on the trade 
union organisations to which they belong).

Under these circumstances we do not propose to keep systematic information on 
each participant, but the ETUI training officers can be approached for information by 
training officers in member organisations.

Do the ETUI’s training courses include any form of assessment? 
And do organisations which sent participants receive any 
feedback on their performance?

Course programme 2016-2017
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Some of our courses already lead to a qualification. This is the case for the courses 
on project management and courses for eurotrainers. Work on the courses for young 
leaders is in progress. Others will follow.
The problem for a European institution is that the European system for qualifications 
operates at national level. For this reason we are already working in close collaboration 
with the TUC in the UK and the University of Lille, France, whose support has been 
invaluable.

Independently from this process, all participants will receive a certificate of 
participation, with adequate descriptions of time frames and content for validation of 
the skills acquired by national bodies.

Does ETUI training lead to a qualification?

Q A&
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Your contacts

Ricard Bellera Kirchhoff
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 07 
Email: rbellera@etui.org

Eva Berger
Administrative assistant
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 34
Email: eberger@etui.org

Carine Boon
Administrative and technical assistant
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 75
Email: cboon@etui.org

Lut Coremans
Administrative assistant
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 98
Email: lcoremans@etui.org

Ilaria Costantini
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 69
Email: icostantini@etui.org

Nathalie De Vits
Assistant to the Director
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 22
Email: ndevits@etui.org

65
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Ulisses Garrido
Director of the Education Department
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 29
Mobile: +32 (0)497 439 902
Email: ugarrido@etui.org

Andrea Husen-Bradley
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 18
Email: AHusen@etui.org

Sylviane Mathy
Administrative assistant
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 93
Email: smathy@etui.org

Gabriela Portela
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 07 04
Email: gportela@etui.org

Bruno Demaître
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 04 91
Email: bdemaitre@etui.org

Valerica Dumitrescu
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 28
Email: vdumitrescu@etui.org

7



Elisa Santaniello
Administrative assistant
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 74
Email: esantaniello@etui.org

Luciole Sauviat
Education Officer
Telephone: +32 (0)2 224 05 35
Email: lsauviat@etui.org

Course programme 2016-2017
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Course list by Education Officer 
with course reference

9

Officer

 — Cybersecurity for journalists II: Secure, protect and investigate 
 — Empowerment of trade union representatives for the work in the 

European Railway Agency
 — Improving collective bargaining negotiation skills
 — Migration and workers’ rights
 — Network Project management
 — Organising and recruitment of workers in public services
 — Place of work in society, employment and digitalisation 
 — Project management for trade union representatives - 

Intermediate level course
 — Project management for trade union representatives - Advanced 

level course
 — Quality public services, guarantee for the European welfare state 

in the EU
 — The role of the European social dialogue in the renewal of trade 

union action
 — Training trainers for trade union activists for European action
 — Training trainers on project work
 — Youth mobility and European labour markets

Course Ref. Page

Ricard Bellera

 — ELEN - eLearning network
 — ETUC Congress strategy on communication and campaigning
 — Trade union organising and recruiting across Europe
 — EU funding for health and safety projects
 — EU funding for TU projects
 — European training for young trade union leaders - week 1
 — European training for young trade union leaders - week 2
 — European training for young trade union leaders - week 3
 — How to influence EU decisions
 — NETYL network - Network of European Training of Young Trade 

Union Leaders
 — Trade unions for Youth - Youth for trade unions
 — Verbal communication for effective TU action
 — Workplace organising for young IT workers
 — Youth training week

 — Company law and linking the board with other levels of worker 
representation

 — Training of EWC coordinators, chairpersons and trade union 
officers in charge of the commerce sector

 — OSH: expanding the EWC horizon
 — The practice of EWC/SE WC 
 — Trade union coordination of European Works Councils and SE 

Works Councils

Ilaria Costantini

Bruno Demaître

1652-012
1652-013

1652-025
1652-023
1652-019
1652-015
1652-018
1652-022

1652-021

1652-017

1652-016

1652-014
1652-020
1652-024

1652-046
1652-050
1652-053
1652-048
1652-047
1652-040
1652-041
1652-042
1652-043
1652-045

1652-052
1652-044
1652-051
1652-049

1652-906

1652-953

1652-905
1652-903
1652-904

57
34

44
28
79
35
55
59

60

23

42

38
85
26

76
14
15
62
61
20
21
22
17
81

37
67
39
31

90

88

89
86
87
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109

 — Networking the ETUI networks
 — Top level Spring school
 — Trade unionism: let’s think strategically
 — What’s new in the economy?
 — Working and living in the capital regions: specificities for TU 

action

Ulisses Garrido

 — Global supply chains and trade union strategies
 — Network of European Works Council Trainers (the N.E.T.)

 — Active learning methodologies
 — Coaching: work on existing ePortfolios
 — English language and communication course for EWCs
 — English language and communication course for trade unionists - 

Intermediate level
 — ePortfolio: an educational and assessment tool
 — Eurotrainers - level 1
 — Eurotrainers - level 2
 — Eurotrainers network meeting
 — Improving professional training for VET teachers and trainers for 

quality VET and apprenticeship
 — Learn more with ‘learning styles’
 — Online English courses
 — Trade union training centres network
 — Trade unions: From crisis to renewal – Training course for trainers 

(testing a pedagogical kit)
 — Training design and implementation

Andrea 
Husen-Bradley

Gabriela Portela

 — A gender perspective across TU actions
 — Environment, health and safety and green sector: trade union 

practice
 — ETUC enabling an influential TU presence in collective bargaining
 — ETUC enabling an influential TU presence in employment
 — ETUC enabling an influential TU presence on migration
 — ETUC enabling an influential TU presence in social protection
 — How to organise and promote an integrated trade union action 

on ‘Better regulation’ and REFIT
 — How unions can help make visible cancers caused by work
 — Illegality and organised crime vs quality labour
 — Intergenerational employment opportunities  and collective 

bargaining
 — Jobs and good working conditions for industrial workers in Europe
 — Models of effective social supervision of working conditions: 

workers’ representation in the OSH area
 — Negotiating a reduced working time today?
 — Strengthening a workers’ friendly competitiveness of the 

construction industry
 — The boundless working life

Luciole Sauviat

1652-011
1652-009
1652-008
1652-007
1652-010

1652-069
1652-901

1652-059
1652-060
1652-951
1652-066

1652-061
1652-057
1652-058
1652-063
1652-055

1652-056
1652-067
1652-065
1652-064

1652-062

1652-035
1652-037

1652-026
1652-027
1652-029
1652-028
1652-033

1652-036
1652-034
1652-038

1652-031
1652-950

1652-030
1652-032

1652-039

Officer Course Ref. Page

80
30
32
58
16

51
78

72
74
66
64

75
69
70
77
54

72
65
82
84

74

33
50

43
46
27
24
18

52
53
45

47
48

41
36

49



Pedagogical themes linked to 
ETUI/ETUC priorities

The ETUI offers pedagogical pathways, allowing training participants to progressively build-up knowledge, skills and 
attitudes, so they can reach specific medium to long-term training goals. Whilst our various educational activities 
can be treated as distinct entities, they can also be used as ‘stepping stone’ and be arranged in such a ways that they 
constitute a pathway towards a training goal.

Strengthen the 
European social 
model

Equality and social 
sohesion

Sustainable 
development and 
industrial policy

Worker mobility
Employment and 
working conditions

Languages and 
communication Eurotrainers

Trade union and 
leadership renewal

Project management 
and financing

Influence the EU 
decision process

Escape the crisis: 
Growth with Equity

Fair Transition and 
Green Jobs: Trade 
Union Alternatives

Worker Mobility Renovation of 
Trade Unions

Strengthen the 
European Social 
Dialogue

Project Management 
Levels 2 and 3

English for trade 
unionists - 3 levels

Training of
Eurotrainers
Level 1 and 2

2020 Governance 
Strategy and the 
Role of Trade Unions

Strengthening 
Worker and Trade 
Union Rights

Escape the Crisis 
with Sustainable 
Growth

Migration and the 
rights of workers

Organising Trade 
Unions and their 
Leadership

Coordination of 
Collective 
Bargaining

EU Programme for 
Employment and 
Social Innovation 
(EaSI)

French for trade 
unionists

Pedagogical 
Workshop on 
methodologies

Growth and Equity:
The Social Contract

Trade Union Strategies 
Strengthening Social 
Europe

Energy issues EU integration: 
New Challenges for 
Trade Unions

Decision and 
Direction for 
Democratic and 
Strategic Planning

Decent Employment 
and Work

EU funds for 
Health and Safety

English for 
European Works 
Councils

Pedagogical 
Workshop on 
Technologies and 
Resources

EU Integration: 
New Challenges for 
Trade Unions

Crisis and Social 
Protection

Nano-technologies 
and Reach

In-depth Theme Structural funds Communication 
Techniques for 
trade unionists

Pedagogical 
Workshop on 
networks

Communication 
Techniques EWC

Specialisation of 
Eurotrainers

In-depth Theme In-depth Theme

A B C D E F G L P

Improve the Work 
of Trade Unions in 
Europe

Europ. training 
Young Trade Union 
Leaders (3 weeks)

Europ High Level 
Training for 
experienced leaders

Various themes

Online

Trade unionism and 
industrial relations 
Systems 

Being a Trade 
Unionist and 
Citizen in Europe

ENGLISH online 2 
levels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Multi-themes

Strategy and priorities



Worker participation

WA WB WC WD WE WO

Worker participation
System and courses for European Works Councils

Starting EWC Strengthening
EWC Action

Expanding
EWC Action

Creating Expertise Communication Online

Improving EWC 
Performance

In-depth Theme

Environmental 
Sustainability Theme

Training Policy for the 
company: Vocational 
Training, Languages…

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

In-depth Theme

Economic and Financial 
Strategies for 
Multinational 
Companies

New Trade Union 
Strategies for 
Multinational 
Companies

In-depth Theme

Initiative and
Innovation

Highly Specialised 
Themes

Communication 
Techniques for EWC

The Rules of the Game Health and Safety Anticipating change: 
restructuring, mergers, 
foreclosures, closures...

Advanced financial 
analysis of the company

English for EWC The Rules of the Game

Systems for Industrial 
Relations and Worker 
Representation

to be developed

1

2

3

4

5
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With a new Manifesto issued at ETUC Congress in Paris in 2015, an updated policy 
programme, a new leadership team, and an ETUC Executive Committee resolution 
on communications, the European trade union movement has a new impetus to 
communicate more effectively about its work at EU level. There is much for national 
trade unions to learn, share, discuss and plan together.

Pedagogical pathway A1

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To reinforce networking between communicators from ETUC affiliates; 
 — To share experiences and good practices of communication and campaigning; 
 — To enhance further cooperation and working together at European level.

People in charge at national level of communication and/or campaigning in ETUC 
affiliated organisations.

Venue: Brussels Date: tbc

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN, FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: ETUC

31

ETUC Congress strategy on communication 
and campaigning

Ref. 1652-050

1413
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15

Following the 2015 Congress in Paris, the ETUC updated policy programme and the new 
leadership team look with strong interest to organising. A multitude of experiences are 
present at any level of the trade union movement across Europe. A better knowledge 
of successful strategies and actions can contribute to a mutual reinforcement of trade 
unions in recruiting and retaining affiliates.

Pedagogical pathway A1

Description

Objectives 

Target audience
Organisers from ETUC affiliated trade unions.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 10-12 May 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: ETUC

31

Trade Union organising and recruiting 
across Europe

Ref. 1652-053

 — To identify different organising models; 
 — To share experiences of organising workers;
 — To contribute towards strategies and action plans for workplace organising;
 — To identify further training needs on this topic.
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16

The capital cities and metropolitan regions all around Europe have particular problems 
linked with the population, with population mobility both internal and inter regional. 
They are also economically important, with the head offices of the enterprises and with 
the financial sector a strong presence. The presence and influence of public services is 
also significant.

Working conditions, the quality of the jobs and of the life of the workers are often 
not good. Inequalities, poverty or risk of poverty is greater in these regions. To tackle 
this problem, the TUs need a particular competence and substantial experience shared 
with others.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To empower trade unions leaders in terms of the reality at local/regional capital 
level;

 — To share the collective experience of the local trade unions in the context of the 
main problems: working conditions, social standards and job quality;

 — To strengthen the network of the trade union organisations active at capital level.

TU leaders active at capital regions.
Members of the ECTUN (European Capitals TU Network).

Date: 8-11 March 2017

Number of participants: 40

Education Officer: Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

31

Working and living in the capital regions: 
specificities for TU action

Ref. 1652-010

Venue: London 

Languages: 3

Partners: SERTUC/TUC London

Pedagogical pathway A1
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17

This course responds to the needs and the interests of the affiliated trade unions to 
get knowledge about the EU decision-making process, in order better to influence, 
campaign and mobilise.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

Trade union officers from the following departments of ETUC affiliated TUs: 
organisation, European and international policies, communication, policy making and 
education.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 16-18 November 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: tbc

31

How to influence EU decisions

Ref. 1652-043

 — To get acquainted with and to raise awareness of the EU decision-making 
process, the knowledge of which is essential for challenging and giving successful 
opportunities to the trade union movement;

 — To share experiences and good practices of lobbying, mobilising and campaigning;
 — To set up aspects of a coordinated trade union mobilisation and campaigning 

strategy for influencing the decision making process at sectoral, national and 
European level.

Pedagogical pathway A2
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The seminar will bring together trade union staff and campaigners to discuss in order 
to facilitate organised action and involvement of local, national and European actors.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To understand what the Better Regulation and REFIT agendas mean for trade 
union work – possibilities and challenges;

 — To conceive the coordination and organisation of the different types of 
action possible (lobbying, training, communication (internal, external, cyber, 
mobilisation) on Better Regulation and REFIT and the consequences of these for 
labour issues;

 — To organise and coordinate in the context of different levels of intervention 
(European, national, regional, To exchange information and existing tools;

 — To analyse how we can benefit from working with NGOs and others on joint areas 
of concern.

 — Members of ETUC’s WG legislation and internal market 
 — National officers
 — Communication officers

Date: April-June 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

31

How to organise and promote an integrated TU 
action on ‘Better regulation’ and REFIT

Ref. 1652-033

Venue: Brussels 

Languages: 3

Partners: CSC

Pedagogical pathway A2
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cohesion
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2019

The training is meant to reinforce trade union knowledge and action in Europe. The 
European training for young trade union leaders is designed as a 10-month course 
combining three residential seminars (face-to-face activities) with group activities on 
specific issues to be completed between the seminars.

Pedagogical pathway B1

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To reinforce relationships skills in a multicultural environment;
 — To enhance communication skills on trade union issues; 
 — To develop leadership skills;
 — To strengthen the identity of trade unions within a European perspective;
 — To understand the importance and the way to integrate a European and national 

dimension/perspective into the trade union work;
 — To analyse complex situations and to design trade union strategies.

Young trade union officers (age limit is 40) who have been recently elected or appointed, 
or are being considered for posts, at regional, national or sectoral level and who have 
already followed a series of trade union courses at any level.

Venue: Warsaw Date: 3-7 October 2016

Number of participants: 24 Languages: EN PL

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: OPZZ, ICTU

31

European training for young trade 
union leaders – week 1

Ref. 1652-040
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The training is meant to reinforce trade union knowledge and action in Europe. The 
European training for young trade union leaders is designed as a 10-month course 
combining 3 residential seminars (face-to-face activities) with group activities on 
specific issues to be completed between the seminars.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To reinforce relationships skills in a multicultural environment;
 — To enhance communication skills on trade union issues; 
 — To develop leadership skills;
 — To strengthen the identity of trade unions within a European perspective;
 — To understand the importance and the way to integrate a European and national 

dimension/perspective into the trade union work;
 — To analyse complex situations and to design trade union strategies.

Young trade union officers (age limit is 40) who have been recently elected or appointed, 
or are being considered for posts, at regional, national or sectoral level and who have 
already followed a series of trade union courses at any level.

Venue: Brussels Date: 20-24 February 2017

Number of participants: 24 Languages: EN PL

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: OPZZ, ICTU

31

European training for young trade 
union leaders – week 2

Ref. 1652-041

Pedagogical pathway B1
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22

The training is meant to reinforce trade union knowledge and action in Europe. The 
European training for young trade union leaders is designed as a 10-month course 
combining 3 residential seminars (face-to-face activities) with group activities on 
specific issues to be completed between the seminars.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To reinforce relationships skills in a multicultural environment;
 — To enhance communication skills on trade union issues; 
 — To develop leadership skills;
 — To strengthen the identity of trade unions within a European perspective;
 — To understand the importance and the way to integrate a European and national 

dimension/perspective into the trade union work;
 — To analyse complex situations and to design trade union strategies.

Young trade union officers (age limit is 40) who have been recently elected or appointed, 
or are being considered for posts, at regional, national or sectoral level and who have 
already followed a series of trade union courses at any level.

Venue: SofiaDate: 6-10 June 2016

Number of participants: 24 Languages: EN IT BG

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: CGIL, CITUB

31

European training for young trade 
union leaders – week 3

Ref. 1652-042

Pedagogical pathway B1
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Public services are the pillar of the welfare state and are essential for social cohesion 
and inclusion. Facing increasing inequalities in Europe, we need strong public services 
which are one of the fundaments of the European trade union strategy for social 
recovery.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To analyse new social needs in the current European framework;
 — To define European public policies and the tools to develop them;
 — To reinforce the European welfare state through the improvement of public 

sectors;
 — To raise awareness of fundamental rights such as education and health and help 

to defend and respect them;
 — To develop a wider social perception of public services considering the diversity of 

actors such as trade unions, functionaries, citizens and other social organisations;
 — To enhance a trade union action tool to optimise public services strategies through 

better coordination of public policies;
 — To improve the gender perspective in the trade union strategies concerning public 

services.

Trade union reps and officers responsible of the public and private sector, trade union 
trainers involved in public services.

Venue: Madrid Date: 11-13 May 2016

Number of participants: 18 Languages: EN FR ES

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: CC.OO., CGT

31

Quality public services, guarantee for the European 
welfare state in the EU

Ref. 1652-017

Pedagogical pathway B4
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24

ETUC calls on Europe to initiate a new, ambitious social agenda with legislation and 
policies for workers to achieve better living and working conditions, equal treatment 
and health and safety at work, and to promote quality education, vocational training 
and lifelong learning, decent public health and pension systems for all, quality public 
services, stronger social protection systems based on solidarity between generations, 
less precarious work and a reduction in working time, on a voluntary basis.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To identify the main issues of the EU social protection policies; 
 — To share experiences of TU actions and bargaining results on social dialogue 

process;
 — To contribute towards strategies and action plans for effective social protection 

and the European social model; 
 — To identify further training needs on this topic.

 — ETUC working group on social protection;
 — Trade unionists in charge of social protection.

Venue: BrusselsDate: tbc

Number of participants: 25 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: ETUC

31

ETUC enabling an influential TU presence 
in social protection

Ref. 1652-028

Pedagogical pathway B5



25

Worker mobility
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The high level of youth unemployment in some European regions led young people to 
leave their countries in search of a job. The training will analyse the respect of rights 
for mobile workers, with a focus on youth. It will also tackle the (new) challenges 
that mobility poses to the effective trade union representation and organisation 
of mobile young workers, who experience not only mobility but also increasingly 
precarious contractual arrangements. The training will consolidate the work of the 
UnionMigrantNetwork.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To identify the causes and destinations for youth mobility and its impact on the 
social and health conditions of young workers;

 — To analyse the respect of mobile workers’ rights in the receiver countries;
 — To study the European legal framework of intra-EU mobility;
 — To exchange good practices on representing young mobile workers in trade unions 

and experiences of UnionMigrantNet;
 — To design a common trade union plan to improve equal access and rights to 

employment.

Trade union officers in charge of migration/mobility, integration and /or employment 
at different levels (sectoral, regional and/or national) who are already (or are about to 
be) part of the UnionMigrantNet network. Members of the ETUC Youth Committee 
and/or youth officers of the ETUC affiliates.

Venue: AmsterdamDate: 13-16 September 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN, NL, ES

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: FNV, CC.OO.

31

Youth mobility and European labour markets

Ref. 1652-024

Pedagogical pathway D2
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The ETUC supports freedom of movement in the EU. Migrant workers must be treated 
fairly, protected from exploitation, have access to decent jobs and fair pay. Abuses by 
employers and/or illegitimate obstacles and infringements to equal treatment set up 
by governments should be identified and eliminated, including by organising migrants 
into trade unions and through social dialogue. Free movement within the EU and 
EFTA should not be used by employers as a means to undercut national standards or 
increase precarious employment.

Breaking up the Schengen Agreement would be a set-back in the construction of 
Europe, and would fail to resolve problems of undocumented immigration. We demand 
the adoption of a balanced and fair EU response to migration flows of third-country 
nationals, based on solidarity and protection of workers’ rights, as well as paths for 
integration and inclusion of migrants in the European labour market, trade unions 
and society.

The ETUC demands a sound European asylum policy that reinforces solidarity and 
cooperation in welcoming actions, led jointly by the EU and member states, so as 
to prevent deaths at sea and land borders and to combat trafficking and inhumane 
treatment of refugees. A repressive approach has to be replaced by measures to 
integrate refugees, and the development of external policies on migration, in particular 
preventative actions carried out in cooperation with countries of origin, to fight 
trafficking, improve living conditions and end conflict.

Description

Target audience
 — ETUC working group on migration;
 — Trade unionists in charge of migration policies.

Venue: BrusselsDate: tbc

Number of participants: 25 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: ETUC

31

ETUC enabling an influential TU presence 
on migration

Ref. 1652-029

Objectives 

 — To identify the main issues around the related EU policies; 
 — To distinguish migration and mobility, migrants and refugees;
 — To share experiences of TU actions; 
 — Yo contribute towards strategies and action plans; 
 — To identify further training needs on this topic.

Pedagogical pathway D3
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Migration around the Mediterranean area creates more and more debates at the 
European level. What are the roles of the trade unions in promoting and respecting 
decent life and work conditions for this population? How could trade unions influence 
EU policies on migration area? How could ILO standards and EU legislation be better 
applied in this field?  This training seeks to answer the above mentioned questions and 
also to consolidate the UnionMigrantNet network.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To describe the migration process and relevant EU policies, especially for those 
coming from North African countries;

 — To exchange trade union practical experiences and best practices on protecting / 
representing Mediterranean migrants;

 — To develop trade union capacity to deal with the issue of migration, especially 
related to xenophobia;

 — To develop further the UnionMigrantNet network;
 — To design trade union activities for joint action and mutual support on this topic. 

Trade union officers responsible for integration and/or migration issues at national, 
sectoral or territorial level, who are already or about to be part of the UnionMigrantNet.

April 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

31

Migration and workers’ rights

Ref. 1652-023

Venue: Lisbon 

Languages: EN FR IT

Partners: UGT-P, CGIL

Pedagogical pathway D3
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Trade union and 
leadership renewal



Course programme 2016-2017
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A Spring school organised in 2016 will discuss a more comprehensive action plan, 
gathering all adopted resolutions, setting further initiatives for action, and exploring 
the need for possible changes to the ETUC Constitution and/or for adoption of an 
internal regulation for its enforcement and for a European-wide effective activity in 
order to reconnect workers with the EU project.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

According to such premises and looking for the ETUC priorities as Congress decisions:
 — To analyse the ETUC internal organisation, and in particular Executive Committee/

Steering Committee/Working Groups;
 — To identify possible reorganization needs;
 — To review the Constitution and the impact on the TU European action;
 — To recognise the organising needs and provide adequate measures.

TU leaders with extensive experience and high level of responsibilities. Members of the 
Executive Committee of ETUC.

Venue: Den HaagDate: 12-13 April 2016

Number of participants: 40 Languages: EN FR NL

Education Officer: Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: ETUC

31

Top level Spring school

Ref. 1652-009

Pedagogical pathway E2
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The ETUC Youth Committee was appointed in December 2015. Its members are young 
trade unionists representing ETUC affiliates. In their two years mandate they are asked 
to contribute towards the ETUC strategy and action plan issued at the Paris Congress, 
with special attention to priorities referring to youth, such as quality jobs, organising 
and unemployment. Through this training, ETUC Youth Committee members will have 
the opportunity to discuss strategies and current affairs, developing together projects 
and action plans for the future. A deeper knowledge of project management tools and 
approach will be an essential learning outcome of the course.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To reinforce networking between members of the ETUC Youth Committee; 
 — To discuss the ETUC Congress Manifesto and current priorities;
 — To develop project oriented strategies and action plans for future activity; 
 — To enhance further cooperation and working together at European level.

Members of the ETUC Youth Committee.

Venue: CyprusDate: 23-27 January 2017

Number of participants: 40 Languages: EN FR ES

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: SEK

31

Youth training week

Ref. 1652-049

Pedagogical pathway E2
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Trade union growth and increased union density must become a political priority – 
agreed the ETUC Congress. We need to grow in terms of membership, improve the 
coverage of our bargaining and thus make our demands carry more weight. Under 
attack, TUs are required to answer in a completely new context, new problems never 
experienced before in the context of a new technological revolution. 
TUs need to communicate and change our speech, to make alliances with parties, new 
social movements and organisations. We want to change the EU agenda, but how? 
TUs have in mind the consequences of climate change, but how to influence? Social 
dialogue and collective bargaining: how to recuperate union power?
Usually we look to the past and we create nice diagnostics. Let’s look to the future. How 
to win it?

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

Using an analysis and a brainstorm pedagogical technique:
 — To identify what could be the future working conditions under the new tech 

evolution;
 — To predict the value of the TU, related to different workers and employment rights 

and labour relations; 
 — To reflect how collective bargaining/social dialogue might be under a low growth 

society;
 — To anticipate the consequences  of climate change on production, life-styles and 

mobility 
 — To deconstruct the path of EU and support for TUs
 — To redesign a collective trade union action for the future.

TU leaders with extensive experience and high level of responsibilities.

Venue: SesimbraDate: 16-18 February 2017

Number of participants: 20 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: ETUC

31

Trade unionism: let’s think strategically

Ref. 1652-008

Pedagogical pathway E2
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The gender perspective is hardly genuinely mainstreamed throughout the political 
decision-making processes and must be mainstreamed in trade unions’ strategy to 
reverse the trend of the attacking on social rights, social Europe and to contribute to 
social-ecological justice. This requires multiplication of the training activity to also 
take into account different national contexts.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

To understand the inter-relationship between gender and legislation; why a gender 
perspective is fundamental and not merely a politically correct burden; the distinction 
between sex and gender; positive actions and under which conditions; identity versus 
difference; equality vs inequality, fundamental distinction between man and woman, 
etc.

Trade unionists in charge of education and/or social policies at national & European 
level.

Venue: Brussels tbc Date: May-June 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: LO Sweden/
CGSLB/TCO

31

A gender perspective across TU actions

Ref. 1652-035

Pedagogical pathway E3
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The European Railway Agency (ERA) is a technical body that prepares secondary 
legislation for the Commission in the fields of technical harmonization and safety 
including the certification of certain safety relevant railway professions. The ETF is a 
member of the administrative board of ERA and is entitled to send trade union experts 
to the ERA technical and safety working groups.

The training course provides the technical trade union experts in the ERA WGs with 
the necessary institutional and ETF political background to enable them to understand 
the wider context in which they do their very specialized work and to understand why 
certain options are imposed rather than others. 

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To qualify the participants in order to be able to filter out labour policy content 
from a flood of technical information; 

 — To identify the ‘labour policy impact’ in the technology-orientated debates; 
 — To place detailed decisions in a wider political context; 
 — To improve the participants ability to understand and to express themselves in 

(technical) English.

Already accredited and future ETF trade union experts and representatives in the 
working groups and governing bodies of the European Railway Agency. Trade union 
members who are part of a supporting network for the technical trade union experts.

Venue: BrusselsDate: October 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN DE FR +2

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
/ Valerica Dumitrescu
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: European Transport 
Federation (ETF)

31

Empowerment of trade union representatives for 
the work in the European Railway Agency

Ref. 1652-013

Pedagogical pathway E3
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Organising/ recruitment is a key priority for trade unions. Workers need power to 
influence decisions at the work place, sector, economy and society. The focus of the 
activity will be on unions in Central and Eastern Europe and in particular in the health/ 
social services sectors.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To improve knowledge of organising/ recruitment methods and practices;
 — To analyse different approaches for different situations (depending on resources, 

state of a unions’ development);
 — To understand how organising drives can be connected/ coordinated around 

common problems that workers are facing in their work places;
 — To understand the advantage of working together in a EU trade union dimension;
 — To develop the gender dimension through organising.

The seminar addresses trade unionists developing national organising strategies 
and approaches.  We would like to have a mix including participants coming from 
the unions (mostly in Western Europe) now using “organising and recruitment” 
approaches, Central and Eastern European ones, and from the social/ health services 
area.

Venue: Budapest Date: 20-23 June 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN HU HR

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: European Federation 
of Public Service Unions 
(EPSU)

31

Organising and recruitment of workers 
in public services

Ref. 1652-015

Pedagogical pathway E3
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The construction sector has been hit particularly hard by the financial and economic 
crisis. Getting out of the crisis requires a rethinking of the competitiveness of the 
construction industry. As the sector is very labour intensive this discussion concerns 
the workers (e.g. trade unions) directly.  At the moment the main challenges facing 
construction are:

 — Stimulating demand through investments in Renovation & Innovation: 
efficiency improvements in existing buildings and renovations have the highest 
potential to stimulate demand;

 — Upgrading skills, qualifications, training and life-long learning: 
improving specialised training and making the sector more attractive, in particular 
for apprentices, all blue-collar workers and technical colleges; creating new 
professions and career paths within the sector to make it more attractive to young 
people, women and other categories who are under-represented; 

 — Innovation: more active uptake of new technologies;
 — Energy efficiency, climate change and a sustainable use of natural 

resources (wood): buildings account for the largest share of total EU final 
energy consumption (40%) and produce about 35% of all greenhouse emissions;

 — International competitiveness: international competition from outside the 
EU will have to comply with the European (labour market) standards in order to 
ensure a transparent and fair playing field. 

The ETUI seminar would be used to discuss the various identified subject matters 
and to reach an agreement on the trade union basic principles, which will be further 
elaborated in a comprehensive EFBWW position on the competiveness of the 
construction industry.

Description

Venue: tbcDate: tbc

Number of participants: 35 Languages: 6

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: EFBWW

31

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To present and discuss the current trends, developments and (future) challenges 
related to the competitiveness of the construction industry in stimulating demand, 
training, innovation, energy efficiency and international competition;

European and national trade union specialists and trade union related academics.

Strengthening a workers’ friendly competitiveness 
of the construction industry

Ref. 1652-032

 — To agree on the key trade union principles which are essential for workers to build 
a competitive construction industry;

 — To decide on how to organise and structure the EFBWW so that we can cope with 
the subject matters in the most efficient manner.

Pedagogical pathway E3
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Organising and recruiting young workers is a matter of survival for trade unions today. 
To represent those workers not only means to negotiate better working conditions, 
but also to reduce inequalities in society. Mobilising young workers, looking at lifelong 
membership and meeting their demands needs specific strategies, based on organising 
models, to be adapted to given situations. 

Special attention has also to be given to how to communicate with and organise youth 
in general during the transition from school to work.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To share experiences of organising young workers and youth in general; 
 — To analyse trade union communication strategies towards young people; 
 — To contribute towards strategies and action plans for youth organising.

Trade unionists dealing with organising, communication and youth policies from 
ETUC affiliated organisations.

Venue: FlorenceDate: 28-30 September 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR IT

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: CISL, ZSSS

31

Trade unions for Youth - Youth for trade unions

Ref. 1652-052

Pedagogical pathway E3
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To strengthen joint (European) level campaigning the EPSU wants to continue to build 
its network of national trade union staff and activists involved in campaigning. The 
group should be in a position to assist EPSU (as European union federation) to achieve 
its objectives; therefore to have knowledge of the work of the EPSU and being engaged 
in work and campaigns (demos, picture actions, lobby work...).

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To improve the effectiveness of European actions in relation to national trade 
union campaigners;

 — To build a network of experienced campaigners who have an understanding of 
the European work of the EPSU and the functioning of the European institutions;

 — To share experiences with other unions (methods of work…).

Trade union staff involved in the unions’ campaigning and organising activities. They 
should have experience in campaigning and be in a position to set up and/or develop 
their union’s campaign work focused on cross border and European joint work. The 
ideal participant would have already have been involved in EPSU campaigns and 
actions.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 29 Nov-2 Dec 2016

Number of participants: 25 Languages: EN FR ES

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: EPSU

31

Training trainers for trade union activists
for European action

Ref. 1652-014

Pedagogical pathway E3
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Young workers in IT companies represent a growing number of the workforce. They 
experience very demanding and stressful working conditions, and often work in 
precarious jobs (especially with new a-typical forms of contracts). However, union 
density among workers in IT companies is comparatively low. Organising young 
workers in IT companies is especially difficult. It is therefore crucial to recruit and 
motivate shop stewards who can connect with their co-workers more easily and to 
identify the right methods and strategies better to organise young IT workers. It is 
especially important to involve young trade unionists in this training in order to raise 
awareness about the situation in IT companies. Also, young union representatives 
could play a key role in the recruitment of young IT workers.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To share experiences on organising with young IT workers; 
 — To develop organising skills and tools; 
 — To contribute towards strategies and action plans for workplace organising.

Young (under 35) national trade unionists and shop stewards from UNI Europa 
affiliates representing IT workers.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 26-27 May 2016

Number of participants: 25 Languages: EN FR DE ES

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: UNI

31

Workplace organising for young IT workers

Ref. 1652-051

Pedagogical pathway E3



Employment and 
working conditions

40

€
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Is it possible to claim a reduced working time in the EU today when mass unemployment  
is present in a lot of EU countries (especially for young people) and when economic 
governance and austerity policies are implemented?

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

At the end of the training course, participants will be able to:
 — Draft a synthesis of trade union claims and policies related to working time for 

ETUC and its members;
 — Present a common argument in favour of reduced working time.

Trade unionists in charge of issues related to working time and collective bargaining.

Venue: Gif sur YvetteDate: tbc

Number of participants: 18 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: CGT /CC.OO.

31

Negotiating a reduced working time today?

Ref. 1652-030

Pedagogical pathway F1
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This course aims to face the economic downturn and austerity measures and to analyse 
how the European social dialogue can foster the renewal of union activity and the rights 
of precarious/atypical workers.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience
Trade unionists coming from the national/territorial level and who are involved and 
have experience in the field of organising youth/atypical/precarious workers.

Venue: RomeDate: 7-10 June 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR IT

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: UIL - FGTB

31

The role of the European social dialogue 
in the renewal of trade union action

Ref. 1652-016

 — To raise awareness on how the European social dialogue can foster union activity 
at national/territorial level and improve workers’ rights, especially of precarious 
and atypical workers, by renewing union activity;

 — To provide to participants the tools for identifying new ways to renew union 
activity;

 — To explore new joint strategies to improve the unionisation of youth/atypical and 
precarious workers.

Pedagogical pathway F1
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ETUC calls for stronger collective bargaining systems and binding agreements at 
national level covering workers in both public and private sectors, including workers in 
SMEs, in order to promote quality employment, equality, decent wages, pay increases 
and social progress. We demand a strengthening of the European social dialogue, at 
both inter-professional and sectoral level, through binding agreements that achieve 
concrete results and a proactive social policy by the European Commission. We 
demand respect for all agreements concluded in the framework of social dialogue at all 
levels, in accordance with EU treaties. (Paris Manifesto).

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To improve knowledge of the new strategy of ETUC;
 — To combine priorities at European level with the national issues on the topic;
 — To convert the European action plan into national synergetic actions.

ETUC working group 
Trade unionists in charge of social dialogue.

Date: tbc

Number of participants: 25

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

31

ETUC enabling an influential TU presence 
in collective bargaining

Ref. 1652-026

Venue: Brussels

Languages: 3

Partners: ETUC

Pedagogical pathway F3
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Collective bargaining in the Baltic states represents the weakest point of the social 
dialogue. Despite a designed legislative framework, in practice collective bargaining 
attempts meet several challenges that prevent trade union representatives to conclude 
and enforce collective agreements, in particular at branch level. These challenges include 
long-established practice to regulate in detail labour-related issues in legislative acts, 
which leaves no questions to be regulated in collective agreements; a short tradition of 
free market economy and entrepreneurship, which leaves both social partners with no 
clear awareness of the benefits of collective bargaining; a lack of negotiation skills on 
both sides and an outdated image of the trade union movement in the region.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience
TU representatives directly involved in the collective bargaining process in their 
organisation and who have a clear motivation and career development vision in their 
branch organisation for the next 5 years.

Venue: VilniusDate: tbc

Number of participants: 20 Languages: LT/EN or LT (tbc)

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: Solidarumas /LBAS

31

Improving collective bargaining 
negotiation skills

Ref. 1652-025

 — To analyse the current industrial relations systems, labour market needs and the 
needs of different categories of workers in the Baltic states;

 — To identify and compare the benefits of collective agreements based on the Baltic 
states labour market reality;

 — To improve practical skills necessary for the collective bargaining negotiation 
process;

 — To share experiences and to network.

Pedagogical pathway F3
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Analyse the challenges that employers and trade unions face in simultaneously 
improving the employment opportunities for younger and older workers through 
collective bargaining in participating countries.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To understand the principles of collective bargaining at European level;
 — To transfer these principles to the national level;
 — To conceive how to carry out collective bargaining from the planning phase until 

the final results. 

Young and older trade unionists, Equality representatives, ETUC youth committee.

Date: 6-8 July 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: Elisa Santaniello

31

Intergenerational employment opportunities and 
collective bargaining

Ref. 1652-038

Venue: Bratislava

Languages: 3

Partners: KOZ SR, CMKOS

Pedagogical pathway F3
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Unemployment is one of the biggest problems in the European labour market and for 
the younger generation it is the worst.  Precariousness, illegality and the black economy 
are impacting on the social life of a lot of countries. More and more these problems are 
in both public and private sectors. 

Following the 2015 Congress in Paris, ETUC updated its policy programme and its new 
leadership team looks with strong interest at employment. A multitude of experiences 
are available at any level of trade union movement across Europe. A better knowledge 
of successful strategies and actions can contribute to a mutual reinforcement of trade 
unions in solving problems, intervening on EU policies and forcing changes to the 
present very bad situation.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

ETUC working group on employment;
Trade unionists in charge of employment policies.

Venue: BrusselsDate: tbc

Number of participants: 25 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: ETUC

31

ETUC enabling an influential TU presence 
in employment

Ref. 1652-027

 — To identify the main issues of the EU policies; 
 — To share experiences of TU actions and bargaining results; 
 — To contribute towards strategies and action plans for quality jobs; 
 — To identify further training needs on this topic.

Pedagogical pathway F4
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The congress of industriAll Europe will take place in June 2016. New priorities and 
main actions will be planned in fields such as industrial policy, collective bargaining, 
company related topics, social dialogue and sector activities. The seminar aims to bring 
key people of industriAll Europe and its affiliates together to discuss main activities in 
those fields for the years 2016-2018.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

The congress of industriAll Europe will redefine the core tasks and political action 
fields of the organisation. In order to give a concrete input into the decisions taken on 
the different policy fields and sector activities:

 — To transform the political decisions into concrete actions and activities for the 
next two years 2016 – 2018.

 — To debate the future activities in an environment with a diversity of people and 
backgrounds (policy fields) and countries.

The target group (60) will be representatives from the affiliates of industriAll Europe 
(50), together with certain staff members of industriAll Europe (10). 
Participants will bring in expertise on fields such as industrial policy, collective 
bargaining, company policy, social dialogue, sectors, equal opportunities, youth, 
training and education.

Date: October 2017

Number of participants: 60

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

31

Jobs and good working conditions for industrial 
workers in Europe

Ref. 1652-031

Venue: tbc

Languages: 4

Partners: IndustriAll

Pedagogical pathway F4
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In the area of OSH, Poland is characterised by the national legislation on Social 
Labour Inspectorate (SLI) which is unique within the EU. The SLI is a form of workers’ 
representation in the OSH area. However, regardless of significant benefits deriving 
from the legislation for the workers’ representation, there are some weaknesses as well. 
For instance, the supervision of working conditions is carried out only in companies 
covered by the company level trade union(s) and there is a virtual absence of social 
protection in OSH area in SMEs. Additionally, the legislation on SLI was recently 
challenged by the employers’ association in the Polish Constitutional Tribunal. Thus, 
there is a need to review models existing in the EU Member States, to select the best and 
the most effective solutions as well as the best practices and to prepare for negotiations 
on potential changes in the legal framework. 

It is also important to mention that in Lithuania nowadays there is ongoing discussion 
on changes in labour law, including changes in the supervision of working conditions. 
Representatives of Lithuanian trade unions are showing vivid interest in the Polish 
model of SLI and the possibilities of the implementation of such a solution in their 
country.

There are different models of workers’ representation in the EU. Regulations in this 
area could bring benefits to workers, in the SMEs in particular.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

Trade union representatives responsible for organisation and supervision of systems 
of workers’ representation in OSH area and trade union representatives acting as 
workers’ representatives from the EU members states and candidate countries.

Venue: KrakowDate: 5-6 July 2016 (provisional)

Number of participants: 25 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: OPZZ, LPSK

31

Models of effective social supervision of working 
conditions: workers’ representation in the OSH area

Ref. 1652-950

 — To identify and characterise different models of workers’ representation in OSH 
area;

 — To exchange good practices;
 — To conceive proposals on effective models of working conditions supervision 

carried out by workers’ representatives.

Pedagogical pathway F4
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Many salaried employees in the private sector are in a situation that is characterised 
by new and complex working conditions. Globalisation, rapid technical development 
such as computerisation and digitisation and increasing cutting of costs are nowadays 
the reality of white collar workers in the private sector. Companies are rationalising 
and restructurings. They also use more and more temporary manpower and demand 
flexibility, loyalty and engagement from the employed staff. A study from a Swedish 
union this year shows that more than 25 percent of white collar workers in the private 
sector are expected to have contact with their employers by e-mail or in other ways on 
their holidays. All these factors have an influence on the daily working life of salaried 
workers.

The work that has been done by white collar workers, traditionally had fixed frames 
when and how the work should be done. Clear rules were a characteristic for the work. 
Many still works in those kinds of conditions, but more and more employees in the 
private sector will face the new ideas of flexibility and a limitless working life.

Description

Objectives 

 — To make an inventory of the situation in general and in the countries that are 
represented on the course;

 — Discuss what unions in different countries have had as an action plan to solve the 
new work related conditions for salaried workers;

 — How to regulate the use of temporary manpower;
 — Differentiate between the good and bad things about the new way of more 

flexibility in the work;
 — What happens when the smart phone has space for the entire office?
 — How can this new situation be regulated? By labour laws? By collective agreements?
 — How can the trade unions act to protect salaried employees in this new era of 

rationalisation and flexibility in the offices?

Date: tbc

Number of participants: 18

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

31

Target audience

Trade union activists and officers who have responsibility for working conditions and 
collective bargaining in their confederations or unions.

The boundless working life

Ref. 1652-039

Venue: Sweden

Languages: 3

Partners: TCO, ÖGB

Pedagogical pathway F4
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A course for preventive action on health and safety in the green sector. Clarify what 
we mean by green growth and green jobs and the role of trade unions in sustainable 
growth. Also to clarify health and safety risks in the green sector and to define our trade 
union action at different levels

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

Trade union leaders who are responsible for or active in the areas of OSH and 
sustainable development at sectoral and regional levels.

Venue: LisbonDate: April 2016

Number of participants: 25 Languages: 3

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

Partners: CGTP-IN + 
FGTB /CEPAG

31

Environment, health and safety and 
green sector: trade union practice

Ref. 1652-037

 — To understand what exactly are green growth and green jobs; 
 — To identify the health and safety risks in these sectors;
 — To conceive what kind of actions the trade union can implement at various levels.

Pedagogical pathway F5
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Multinational enterprises (MNEs) exercise major influence on policies and practices 
in the areas of investment, production, employment, labour standards and industrial 
relations, not only at enterprise level, but also at national and global level. A large 
number of MNEs also operate in Export Processing Zones (EPZs) where labour laws 
and trade union rights are de-facto not respected.

The focus of this joint training activity with the ‘Workers’ Education Programme of the 
Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV)’ of the ILO is on workers’ rights in the 
global supply chains of MNEs. It will deal with workers’ rights and their effective 
implementation as a key element of corporate governance built on global supply chain 
sustainability. A special focus of this joint activity will be on European trade union 
strategies in promoting responsible global supply chain management by European-
based enterprises.

Description

Objectives 

 — To strengthen trade unions’ competencies in promoting decent work and 
international labour standards at all levels and particularly in global supply chains 
and EPZ;

 — To enable the development of trade union policies and actions on the responsible 
governance of global supply chains (with a focus on the role of European trade 
union strategies);

 — To reinforce the capacity to act collectively.

Date: 25-27 April 2016

Number of participants: 16

Education Officer: Andrea Husen-Bradley
Administrative assistance: Elisa Santaniello

31

Target audience

Trade union officers dealing with strategies of multinational companies.

Ref. 1652-069

Venue: Turin

Languages: EN FR DE

Partners: ACTRAV ILO

Global supply chains and trade union strategies

Pedagogical pathway F5
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This course aims to see how organisations can put in place preventive trade union 
actions in order to enhance the visibility of occupational cancer.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

National trade unionists representing workers at high risk of cancer-inducing products 
and productions and who are aware of the European dimension.

Venue: MadridDate: 9-11 May 2016

Number of participants: 18 Languages: EN ES + 2

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: Elisa Santaniello

Partners:  ETUI Working 
conditions, health and safety

31

How unions can help make visible cancers 
caused by work?

Ref. 1652-036

 — How to organise a campaign against occupational cancers in a given sector?
 — How can trade unions contribute to enhance the visibility of occupational 

cancers?
 — REFIT and the deregulation approach of the European Commission: one 

of the main factors in the absence of efficient prevention in Europe against 
occupational cancers.

Pedagogical pathway F5
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Organised crime controls large and remunerative legal and illegal markets, sometimes 
affecting the economic development of entire territories. It is taking advantage of the 
crisis to expand its scope in the economy and society. The trade union has to play an 
active role to combat these phenomena, to defend labour and workers on the basis of 
the values which it relies on and the activity that it develops. Only by acquiring a more 
focused knowledge of the issue can trade unions protect good work and fundamental 
rights against the development of the illegal economy and improve their abilities in the 
social dialogue, collective bargaining, social and territorial cohesion. 
To these purposes: 

 — It is important to explore, in a comparative way, the function of workers and trade 
unions on anti-corruption plans; 

 — Several trade unions, CGIL included, are already developing studies and surveys 
to assess the phenomena and try to have a wider perspective on it. 

Description

Objectives 

 — Identify and distinguish the phenomenon of organised crime (history, evolution, 
organizational forms, fields of action);

 — Prepare the trade union organization through organizational, contractual and 
legal tools available;

 — Contribute to the eradication of organized crime through the strengthening of 
relations with the institutions, civil society and movements;

 — Promote and increase the ethical dimension of the trade union.

Date: tbc

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Luciole Sauviat
Administrative assistance: tbc

31

Target audience

Trade union officers in charge of legality and security issues.
Trade union officers in charge of organising issues.
Trade union officers dealing with the most affected sectors 
(building, agriculture, services)

Ref. 1652-034

Venue: Rome

Languages: 3

Partners: CGIL

Illegality and organised crime vs quality labour

Pedagogical pathway F5
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The European Commission and the Education Council have recently focused on 
teachers’ and trainers’ competences. The Riga Conclusions 2015, adopted by the 
Latvian Presidency, governments and ETUC includes a priority: 
“In support of successful implementation of reforms and to raise the overall quality 
and efficiency of VET [They should] (5.) Introduce systematic approaches to, and 
opportunities for, initial and continuous professional development of VET teachers, 
trainers and mentors in both school and work based settings.”

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

Trade unionists dealing with VET.

Venue: HelsinkiDate: 17-18 May 2016

Number of participants: 23 + 10 Languages: EN FR RU

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners:  ETUCE

31

Improving professional training for VET teachers 
and trainers for quality VET and apprenticeship

Ref. 1652-055

The general aim of the training is to provide information on how to improve initial 
and continuous professional training of trainers and teachers in all forms of VET, with 
special attention to apprenticeships.  Additionally, the aim is to improve teaching in 
apprenticeships via better training for VET teachers and trainers. 
Specific aims:

 — To understand better EU policies on the role of trainers’ and teachers’ skills and 
competence development with a special focus on apprenticeships;

 — To recognise the different possibilities for implementing EU policies on improving  
teachers’ and trainers’ knowledge, skills and competences;

 — To visit a VET school or company to get more inside views on trainers’ and 
teachers’ competence development with the help of companies involved with 
apprenticeships;

 — To compare the different implementation procedures and developments at 
national and local levels;

 — To share and analyse good trade union practices;
 — To share methods and materials produced at the European and national levels; to 

compare and evaluate those methods and materials.

Pedagogical pathway F5
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Within the information society and the digitalisation of the prevailing part of legislation 
and services we would like to exchange information, to identify the influence of the 
digitalisation on psychosocial stress at the workplace, especially in small and medium 
sized enterprises.

Description

Objectives 

 — increasing the awareness and the attention of the trade unions towards new 
clauses in the collective bargaining agreements for decreasing/combatting the 
psychosocial risks causing stress at the workplace;

 — development of trade union strategy and action plans to prevent / avoid the stress 
caused by digitalisation;

 — exchange of good trade union practices.

Date: 17-19 May 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

31

Target audience

Experts in the field of health and safety, psychosocial risks and stress at the workplace, 
collective bargaining, etc.

Ref. 1652-018

Venue: Sofia

Languages: EN BG FR

Partners: KNSB, CGT

Place of work in society, employment and 
digitalisation

Pedagogical pathway F5



56

Project management 
and financing

€
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ETUI and EFJ have successfully organised in January 2015 the first ‘Cybersecurity for 
journalists’ workshop in Brussels which gathered 23 journalists and trade unionists 
from 19 European countries and received positive feedback and interest. This new 
proposal is a follow-up but is targeting a larger audience, namely European journalists 
looking for practical tools to secure their communications. The training could 
additionally include a specific session on best practices on physical safety for press 
correspondents in collaboration with the INSI (International News Safety Institute) 
based in London.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To enable participants to implement measures to protect their communications, 
including to encrypt their emails and documents; 

 — To train participants in storing and protecting their sensitive information, creating 
strong passwords and using new tools to avoid surveillance, to delete or undelete 
information on disks, to create modify or delete metadata and to create backdoors 
or traps to fool others; 

 — To improve capacity to investigate the “deep web” and have a critical approach on 
security on the web.

The target audience are active European journalists working in the media or freelancers 
covering labour issues.

Venue: Brussels Date: 25-27 May 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: European Federation 
of Journalists (EFJ)

31

Cybersecurity for journalists II: 
Secure, protect and investigate

Ref. 1652-012

Pedagogical pathway G1
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Having as a target mainly economists, working on workers’ participation, instances of 
social dialogue, bargaining processes, the following three areas are considered to be of 
strategic policy importance: 

 — Macro-economics and the governance of the Eurozone;
 — The political economy of labour markets and welfare states;
 — Financial markets. 

It will be delivered in cooperation with London School of Economics.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To introduce participants to current theories and debates in European economic 
and social policies and how these relate to trade unions and the overall bargaining 
environment facing them;

 — To equip them with new knowledge and skills, which will enhance their 
effectiveness in dealing with governments, bargaining partners and officials;

 — To enable them to form networks with each other and with LSE academics carrying 
out research;

 — To share experiences and perspectives.

Officials and advisors working on collective bargaining, social dialogue, social policies.
Economists.

Venue: London Date: 23-25 November 2016

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN 

Education Officer: Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: LSE

31

What’s new in the economy?

Ref. 1652-007

Pedagogical pathway G1
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ETUI has been developing since 2011 a suite of training courses designed to equip 
trade union officers with skills in project work and project management. The result 
is a certificated training programme designed to address trade union project needs at 
regional, national and European levels. This course is certificated in cooperation with 
Edinburgh College and the TUC.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

To provide an introduction to planning and managing trade union projects in a 
European context. The learner will: 

 — Be able to draft a project outline relevant to a union organisation or workplace 
setting; 

 — Be able to prepare a detailed schedule and budget for a trade union project; 
 — Be able to apply tools and techniques for the effective management of a project; 
 — Be able to identify potential problems and solutions; 
 — Know how to evaluate a trade union project; 
 — Be able to devise appropriate strategies for dissemination of a trade union project.

Members of European project teams, as well as those responsible for national or 
regional projects. All participants should have successfully completed the Introductory 
level course project work for trade union representatives, delivered by their national 
organisation.

Venue: BarcelonaDate: 14-17 June 2016

Number of participants: 15 Languages: EN ES FR

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: CC.OO.,

31

Project management for trade union 
representatives - Intermediate level course

Ref. 1652-022

Pedagogical pathway G2
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The training material will address more experienced European trade union project 
team members, with the aim to focus on developing soft skills such as leadership, 
communication, problem solving, etc.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To create pedagogical materials for an advanced level course in project 
management;

 — To identify and explain the role and responsibilities of a trade union project leader, 
taking into account the multicultural aspects;

 — To practice leading a trade union project team;
 — To analyse the elements of success of a trade union project;
 — To reflect on participants’ own effectiveness as a trade union project leader.

Members of European project teams, as well as those responsible for national or 
regional projects. All participants should have successfully completed the Intermediate 
level course project work for trade union representatives, delivered by ETUI.

Venue: Brussels Date: 28 February-3 March 2017

Number of participants: 15 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Valerica Dumitrescu 
Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: tbc

31

Ref. 1652-021

Project management for trade union 
representatives - Advanced level course

Pedagogical pathway G2
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The training will present to national Trade Union Confederations and European 
national Federations the main available EU funding opportunities to implement 
transnational TU projects related to social dialogue and employment policies, such 
as social dialogue budget lines and the programme EaSI – ‘Employment and social 
innovation’.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To inform potential project promoters about EU funding opportunities for 
European social dialogue activities; 

 — To present the EU programme ‘Employment and social innovation’; 
 — To improve the quality of project proposals submitted to the European 

Commission; 
 — To support the setting up of transnational project partnerships.

Project promoters and managers from national trade union confederations and 
European industry federations in charge of handling European funded projects.

Venue: Brussels Date: 8-10 February 2017

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: None

31

Ref. 1652-047

EU funding for TU projects

Pedagogical pathway G5
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This course is a follow up of several training activities delivered in the past by ETUI, 
in cooperation with ETUC, at the request of the Workers’ Group of the Advisory 
Committee for H&S. The course presents the main 2014-2020 funding opportunities 
at EU level for trade unions to implement projects focused on health and safety at work 
places.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To inform participants of the different EU grants related to H&S at work available 
in the framework of the programming period 2014-2020; 

 — To provide participants with information about procedures and knowledge 
required for applying for EU funds; 

 — To improve skills in developing projects at different levels in the field of H&S; 
 — To share experiences and give the opportunity  to build potential project 

partnerships.

Members of the Workers’ Group of the Advisory Committee for H&S at work; national 
trade union officers, members of national tripartite bodies for health and safety; 
project officers from ETUC affiliated organisations.

Venue: RigaDate: 27-29 April 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR LV

Partners: LBAS

31

EU funding for health and safety projects

Ref. 1652-048

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Pedagogical pathway G4



Languages and 
communication

63
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Our courses aim to empower trade unionists to communicate constructively, openly 
and more effectively. Developing your argumentation skills in a multi-cultural 
group helps you to achieve your goals. By helping trade unionists to improve their 
communication skills, we are also opening the path so that networking with other trade 
unionists across borders may become easier and more effective. Overcoming the fear 
of speaking is one of the most important steps in order to discuss and argue our trade 
union position at the European level.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To enable TU officers with a basic level of English to operate more effectively in a 
trans-national English-speaking environment;

 — To empower TU members to communicate constructively, openly and more 
effectively;

 — To develop one’s argumentation skills in a multi-cultural group so as to help one 
achieve set goals;

 — To improve communication skills such as networking, leading discussions, making 
presentations, acquiring language skills and specialised TU vocabulary.

Full-time officers or representatives with international responsibilities having, at least, 
an intermediate knowledge of English.

Venue: LjubljanaDate: 22-28 May 2016

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: 

31

English language and communication course for 
trade unionists - Intermediate level

Ref. 1652-066

Pedagogical pathway L2
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The online courses provided by the ETUI cover 2 levels, low-intermediate to 
intermediate levels and intermediate to upper-intermediate levels. They are part of the 
language and communication training programme delivered by the ETUI every year. 
Each course has duration of 6 months.

Description

Objectives 

Levels
 — Low-intermediate to intermediate level;
 — Intermediate to upper-intermediate level.

Venue: Online learning 
programme

Date: 2x6 months

Number of participants: illimited Languages: EN 

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: 

31

Online English courses

Ref. 1652-067

 — To enable users to learn specific vocabulary of trade unions;
 — To allow users to access a multilingual glossary;
 — To enable users to develop communication skills: writing emails, reports, giving 

presentations, public speaking, among others; 
 — To provide users with an opportunity to exchange information and views about 

current key issues through communicative activities with other trade unionists in 
English;

 — To develop participants’ understanding  of current trade union issues in Europe;
 — To provide self-assessment through assignments, both written and spoken, with 

feedback and corrections from the etutor.

Target audience
Trade union members

Pedagogical pathway L2
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Our courses aim at empowering trade unionists to communicate constructively, openly 
and more effectively. Developing your negotiating skills in a multi-cultural group helps 
you to achieve your goals. By helping trade unionists to improve their communication 
skills, we are also opening the path so that networking with other trade unionists across 
borders may become easier and more effective. Overcoming the fear of speaking is one 
of the most important steps in order to discuss and argue our trade union position at 
the European level.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To bring together EWC representatives with an intermediate level of English 
and enable them to improve their ability to communicate in an English-speaking 
environment;

 — To enable EWC members from different plants and countries to communicate 
clearly with each other, strengthen their solidarity as a group and participate as 
effectively as possible in their company’s EWC;

 — To empower TU members to communicate constructively, openly and more 
effectively;

 — To improve communication skills such as networking, leading discussions, making 
presentations, acquiring language skills and specialised TU vocabulary.

European Works Council members and full-time officers with responsibilities for 
European Works Councils with at least an intermediate knowledge of English.

Date: 17–21 October 2016

Number of participants: 16

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

31

English language and communication 
course for EWCs

Ref. 1652-951

Venue: York Associates, York

Languages: EN 

Partners: York Associates

Pedagogical pathway L4



 — To understand how effective verbal communication has a positive impact on TUs 
activities;

 — To provide participants with a toolbox for the use of the voice;
 — To help participants in further developing their vocal skills as speakers.

Course programme 2016-2017
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This training, run for the third time, focuses on verbal communication and soft skills 
for trade union activities. In particular, the voice is an essential tool for communication 
and interaction when trade unionists have to discuss, negotiate and mobilize. A better 
use of the voice and related soft skills can reinforce the effectiveness of unions’ actions.

Description

Objectives 

Venue: ViennaDate: 15-17 June 2016

Number of participants: 18 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: ÖGB

31

Verbal communication for effective TU action

Ref. 1652-044

Target audience
Trade unionists, in particular young officers, dealing with complex conversational 
situations in national and transnational contexts.

Pedagogical pathway L5



Eurotrainers

68
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The training of Eurotrainers is designed to develop the individual teaching skills of 
trainers from member organisations, as an investment in the future of the teaching 
strategies of their organisations.

This training aims to extend the scope of the learning programmes beyond the national 
level and to give them a European dimension, putting the priority on a European trade 
union identity and greater visibility for the ETUC and the ETUI, in line with current 
and future needs.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To describe and compare trade union structures and their adult education 
processes within Europe;

 — To explore multicultural issues in trade union education regarding the influence of 
cultural differences, gender, and trade union cultures in a training environment;

 — To identify ETUC and ETUI functions and structure;
 — To put into practice different methodological approaches used in trade union 

training;
 — To present a training session bearing in mind the importance of the existing trade 

union realities and values in Europe;
 — To analyse acquired training skills by using specific tools (self-assessment and 

portfolio) so as to lead to a validation of competences.

Participants will be trainers who have completed a national basic training programme 
and have gained experience of union training accredited by their organisation.

Venue: Gif sur Yvette Date: 7-11 February 2017

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: CGT

31

Eurotrainers – level 1

Ref. 1652-057

Pedagogical pathway P2
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The training of Eurotrainers is designed to develop the individual teaching skills of 
trainers from member organisations, as an investment in the future of the teaching 
strategies of their organisations.

This training aims to extend the scope of the learning programmes beyond the national 
level and to give them a European dimension, putting the emphasis on a European 
trade union identity and greater visibility for the ETUC and the ETUI, in line with 
current and future needs.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To understand trade union structures within Europe;
 — To explore multicultural issues in trade union education regarding the influence 

of cultural differences, gender and trade union cultures in a training environment;
 — To identify ETUC and ETUI functions and structure;
 — To compare specific trade union adult education processes by assessing training 

processes and by evaluating trade union activities;
 — To understand the different methodological approaches used in trade union 

training;
 — To develop training practices at European level and to transform trade union 

strategies into training;
 — To construct a trade union strategy on training regarding the importance of the 

trade union movement as a social partner and a stakeholder in the European 
strategy;

 — To network in a trade union context;
 — To validate acquired training skills and competences.

Participants will be trade union trainers who have already completed our ETT1 level 
course and who have in the meantime been actively involved in trade union training 
at national level. They should also have taken part in some pedagogical workshops 
organised by the Institute after ETT1 training. 

Venue: FlorenceDate: 7–11 June 2016

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: CISL

31

Eurotrainers – level 2

Ref. 1652-058

Pedagogical pathway P2
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Trainers from LO-Skolen and Runö (maybe together with researcher Lena Boström) 
will introduce the audience to theories about ‘learning styles’ and share their own 
experiences from working with ‘learning styles’ in adult learning (trade union training).
The Scandinavian model for working with ‘learning styles’ will be presented and 
methods shared. The third and biggest part of the course will be a workshop for the 
participants to develop their own training courses by using the new methods.

Both Runö and LO-Skolen are working together with the MidUniversity of Sweden and 
the leading researcher on this topic in Scandinavia: Lena Boström. This cooperation 
has been quite successful in developing new methods that we now want to share with 
the rest of the ETUI. 

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To present the Danish (and Swedish) model of ‘learning styles’ from the Dunn & 
Dunn theories;

 — To share new training methods with other colleagues;
 — To use pedagogical methods that fit participants taking into account their own 

learning styles: visual, auditive or kinaesthetic.

The main target group is experienced trade union trainers working with all kind 
of training courses and also engaged study officers in the unions who may find the 
contents of the course useful.

Venue: LO-Sweden Runö 
School

Date: 29 November- 1 December 2016

Number of participants: 18 Languages: EN FR Scandinavian

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: LO-Sweden Runö and 
LO-Skolen Elsinore Denmark

31

Learn more with ‘learning styles’

Ref. 1652-056

Pedagogical pathway P3
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Pedagogical training workshop for Eurotrainers working closely with the ETUI in 
delivering training.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To understand the educational approaches of active learning;
 — To reflect on the different designations of active learning and what they mean in 

a TU context;
 — To match teaching and learning methods to active learning;
 — To recognise the role of the tutor in active learning methods;
 — To reflect on one’s own planning and teaching in order to identify good practice;
 — To put in place some active learning activities and techniques which can be useful 

in adult learning.

Participants on ETT courses and trade union members responsible for delivering 
training within their organisations.

Venue: TurinDate: 7-9 March 2017 (provisional)

Number of participants: 18 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: ILO /ACTRAV

31

Active learning methodologies

Ref. 1652-059

Pedagogical pathway P3
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Developing the skills of Eurotrainers in their task of tutoring ETT participants in the 
building up of their portfolios. This is joint work with the University of Lille, who 
will closely assist Eurotrainers in the tutoring of participants to guarantee that the 
necessary criteria for accreditation are met.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To explain the coaching process;
 — To recognise coaching as a new skill to be developed by Eurotrainers;
 — To develop skills in the use of coaching methodologies and techniques;
 — To analyse the role and responsibilities of the coach during  the learning process;
 — To illustrate coaching techniques;
 — To coordinate and evaluate with the University of Lille possible existing problems 

with the current ePortfolios.

Participants will be trainers from the ETT network who are coaching other experienced 
trade union educators in the development of their ePortfolio.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 9-10 November 2016 (provisional)

Number of participants:10 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: 

31

Coaching: work on the existing ePortfolios

Ref. 1652-060

Pedagogical pathway P3
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Practice on the pedagogical design of a European training programme addressed to 
national members engaged in delivering training at the European level.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To identify the different stages of a learning management cycle;
 — To draft learning objectives for a learning unit / training session; 
 — To design a learning unit bearing in mind the content;
 — To match teaching design to learning methods on basis of the participants’ profiles;
 — To reflect on one’s own planning and teaching in order to identify different 

training practices;
 — To put in place some active learning activities and techniques which can be useful 

in adult learning;
 — To produce examples of evaluation tools linked to the learning unit / training 

session.

Participants on ETT courses and trade union members responsible for delivering 
training within their organisations.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 17-18 January 2017 (provisional)

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: 

31

Training design and implementation

Ref. 1652-062

Pedagogical pathway P3
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This training aims to help participants on ETT trainings to understand the importance 
of this self-evaluation tool and the different IT tools available to build an ePortfolio.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To understand the objectives of a portfolio and its benefits;
 — To point out the advantages of building an ePortfolio in the assessment process as 

a tool for educational management;
 — To acknowledge the importance of using the ePortfolio throughout the ETT 

process;
 — To develop one’s skills in creating and developing an ePortfolio;
 — To apply ICT competences and web 2.0 tools in ePortfolio building;
 — To design and build a part of an ePortfolio bearing in mind selected criteria.

Participants who have completed ETT1 training and who are building their ePortfolio.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 20-21 June 2016

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: 

31

ePortfolio: an educational and assessment tool

Ref. 1652-061

Pedagogical pathway P4
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The experience and the skills of trainers who deliver training at distance assures the 
quality of eLearning that ETUI intends to develop. A rapidly changing set of available 
tools and the specific needs of a multicultural environment require the development 
of suitable and innovative solutions. The contribution given by the qualified trainers 
who are members of this network will guarantee and keep up the training standards 
of the ETUI.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To set, review and update the tools and methodology to be used in ETUI distance 
learning; 

 — To ensure the quality, relevance and professionalism of ETUI eLearning.

10 experienced Eurotrainers, who have already been involved in delivering distance 
training and are capable of getting involved in the future development of ETUI 
eLearning.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 8-9 September 2016

Number of participants: 10 Languages: EN

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: 

31

ELEN - eLearning network

Ref. 1652-046

Pedagogical pathway P5
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Joint work on the preparation of materials, contents and issues related to the training 
of Eurotrainers.

Description

Objectives 

 — To prepare pedagogical material and plan pedagogical activities for the design of 
ETT1 and ETT2 training;

 — To promote a European trainers’ training standard (required skills, quality of the 
training process and pedagogical methodologies);

 — To organise and train a group of trade union educators to deliver the Eurotrainers 
training (preparatory meetings, ETT trainings and evaluation meetings);

 — To support and assist participants involved in the Eurotrainers process for the 
development of the portfolio;

 — To develop a high standard of pedagogical professionalism in course development, 
delivery and evaluation, in the exchange of ideas and pedagogical expertise;

 — To give support to other pedagogical workshops organised by the ETUI;
 — To sponsor the ETUI training activities at national level;
 — To transpose the education guidelines approved by the Pedagogical Committee 

when designing ETUI trainings;
 — To have an annual meeting with all the members of the network;
 — To develop the skills of members during the network meetings and share 

experiences of training.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 27 September 2016

Number of participants: 10 Languages: EN 

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners: 

31

Target audience

Members are experienced trade union educators who have already completed the ETT 
training process and who will work closely with an ETUI Education officer.

Eurotrainers network meeting

Ref. 1652-063

Pedagogical pathway P5
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The coordination of the network of European Works Council trainers (the N.E.T.) 
requires continuous exchange and communication, as well as regular workshops to 
share experiences and develop new materials. 

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — To update and perfect the knowledge on latest policy developments (i.e. review of 
recast EWC Directive, related ETUC/ETUF strategies);

 — To strengthen the pedagogical skills on active learning methods and techniques;
 — To produce new training materials in a collaborative way;
 — To share experiences;
 — To perfect practical organisational aspects concerning the EWC training;
 — To improve the network.

Members of the network of EWC trainers (the N.E.T.)

Venue: tbcDate: 22-24 February 2017

Number of participants: 15 Languages: EN

Education Officer: Andrea Husen-Bradley
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans, 
Elisa Santaniello

Partners: EWPCC

31

Ref. 1652-901

Network of European Works Council 
Trainers (the N.E.T.)

Pedagogical pathway P5
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Yearly meeting of the project management team, together with representatives from 
organisations supporting the ETUI strategy on project work and project management.

Description

Objectives 

To advise on, propose, review, comment on the overall progress of the training work on 
project management and its direction.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 11 October 2016

Number of participants: 12 Languages: EN 

Education Officer: Ricard Bellera
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: 

31

Target audience

 The tutors’ team, members of the ‘TTUPO - project work and management’ network.

Network Project management

Ref. 1652-019

Pedagogical pathway P5
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Six thematic ETUI networks, mostly composed of trainers or officers connected to the 
training community, have been established over the years and in the following areas:

 — Training (Eurotrainers);
 — Project management;
 — Leadership (Young leaders);
 — European works council;
 — Languages;
 — Distance learning. A new network is being created on distance learning.

Specialised networks have developed, based on individual or group initiatives with 
each having services and resources offered to their members.
It is felt that the ETUI community and its external partners would gain from improved 
networks with a new positioning under a united approach and identity, opening up to 
non-ETUI (actors/partners/stakeholders?).

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — Uniting: Promote the various networks and communities of practice (COPs) of 
ETUI, under one umbrella;

 — Positioning: Project a coherent, articulate, united identity and image of ETUI’s 
networks;

 — Including: Open up the group to other actors and stakeholders which are working 
on the same topic at EU level;

 — Improving: Through the sharing of experience, develop the critical thinking about 
the practices within the networks/COPs.

The members of the thematic networks.

Venue: AlbufeiraDate: 12-14 April 2016

Number of participants: 40 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: 

31

Networking the ETUI networks

Ref. 1652-011

Pedagogical pathway P5
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The quality of trainers who deliver the ETC (European Training for Young Trade Union 
Leaders) is of vital importance. More diverse participants and a rapidly changing and 
globalised socio-economic context required a continuous development of this course. 
A network of qualified trainers was created to keep up the training standards of the 
ETC.

Description

Objectives 

 — to maintain and improve the current skills in ETC training and assessment; 
 — to review and update the competency standards for ETC as appropriate; 
 — to ensure the quality, relevance and professionalism of the training.

Venue: Brussels Date: 26-27 October 2016 

Number of participants: 12 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Ilaria Costantini
Administrative assistance: Sylviane Mathy

Partners: 

31

Target audience

12 experienced Eurotrainers, who have already been involved in delivering the ETC 
training or are capable of getting involved in its future developments.

Ref. 1652-045

NETYL network - Network of European Training
of Young Trade Union Leaders

Pedagogical pathway P5
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Everywhere in Europe there are schools and training centres which work closely with 
trade unions. They have accumulated experience in training methodologies, training 
techniques, the use of education technology and the production of techno pedagogical 
resources.
We are preparing a network of competences and community of practice that will enable 
the sharing of all these existing resources.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — to exchange experiences and practices in trade union training as regards method-
ologies and education technology;

 — to share useful and relevant information among all the organisations;
 — to promote the creation, experimentation and innovation of shared knowledge;
 — to identify and anticipate the common needs of future learners;
 — to support the development of technical and scientific innovation in these                  

subjects.

The participants will be members of trade union centres or schools linked to 
each organisation. They must be practitioners and, thus, trainers, tutors, training 
stakeholders, school directors connected with trade union training centres and schools 
or with trade union education departments.

Venue: Kiljava Training Centre Date: 28-30 September 2016

Number of participants: 35 Languages: EN FR

Education Officers: Gabriela Portela
Ulisses Garrido
Administrative assistance: Nathalie De Vits

Partners: ACTRAV, SOLIDAR

31

Trade union training centres network

Ref. 1652-065

Pedagogical pathway P5
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ETUI has been developing since 2011 a suite of training courses designed to equip 
trade union officers with skills in project work and project management. The result 
is a certificated training programme designed to address trade union project needs at 
regional, national and European levels. This course is certificated in cooperation with 
Edinburgh College and the TUC.

Description

Objectives 

 — to become familiar with ETUI training materials and resources on project work; 
 — to become familiar with course accreditation and training methodology used by 

ETUI;
 — to successfully deliver the ETUI’s Introductory level 1 course ‘Project work for 

trade union representatives’;
 — to roll out further editions of the introductory level 1 course on a cascading basis 

at national level.

Venue: DublinDate: 31 January – 3 February 2017

Number of participants: 15 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Valerica Dumitrescu
Administrative assistance: Eva Berger

Partners: 

31

Target audience

Experienced trade union trainers who have experience of project work.

Ref. 1652-020

Training trainers in project work

Pedagogical pathway P5
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A pedagogical toolkit on the theme ‘from crisis to renewal’ is being produced. This 
training is intended to test the usefulness of the materials produced and to exchange 
ideas about possible methodologies for the contents of the kit.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — to enable national trade union trainers to use the pedagogical kit and to develop 
comparable activities on the topic of the crisis and trade union renewal; 

 — to work on the basis of a methodological structure that gives national trainers the 
educational instruments and information they need to conduct a training course 
on this thematic.

The target group is trade union trainers working on these issues at the national or 
European level.

Venue: BrusselsDate: 7-8 December 2016

Number of participants: 16 Languages: EN FR

Education Officer: Gabriela Portela
Administrative assistance: Carine Boon

Partners:

31

Ref. 1652-064

Trade unions: From crisis to renewal - Training 
course for trainers (testing a pedagogical kit)

Pedagogical pathway P6
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In addition to the training services for European Works Councils, it is useful to offer 
‘open’ seminars for individual EWC/SE WC members.  This allows for an exchange of 
experiences between workers from different companies and sectors and always leads 
to new demands for company-level EWC training.  After a first and very well attended 
session it was decided to repeat the programme on the basics of EWC/SE WC activities 
spread over a total of six sessions, each focusing on a cluster of about five countries, in 
order to cover all EU/EEA Member States.  The sixth and last session is planned for 
September 2016.  This initiative has proven to be so successful that there were more 
candidates than places available, even though the number of participants was raised 
from 25 to 30 for several sessions.  Therefore, it seems appropriate to offer a last chance 
‘catch up’ opportunity for those EWC members who we had to refuse previously.

Description

Objectives 

Venue: WarsawDate: 7-9 September 2016

Number of participants: 25 Languages: EN FR ES PL

Education Officer: Bruno Demaître
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans 
/ Elisa Santaniello

Partners: EWPCC

31

The practice of EWC/SE WC

Ref. 1652-903

 — to familiarise the participants with the legal framework on information and 
consultation at European level;

 — to encourage an exchange of experiences between representatives from different 
companies, sectors and nationalities;

 — to provide a best practice example from an experienced EWC member and discuss 
with EWC experts from the European and national trade union federations;

 — to enable participants to develop strategies for transnational worker representation 
on the basis of case studies;

 — to get a better understanding of the differences and similarities in worker 
representation in Europe.

Target audience

Newly elected or appointed EWC/SE RB members who registered for one of the 
previous sessions, but could not participate because of the surplus of candidates.

Pedagogical pathway WA1
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Over the past three years, six sessions on the practice of EWC/SE RB have been 
organised for newly elected or appointed EWC members.  Repeatedly, trade union 
officers who are supposed to support and coordinate European Works Councils have 
asked for the possibility to attend a similar basic introduction to the topic.  This 
cannot always be guaranteed by the European Federations, nor can the local unions 
provide the necessary training, due to lack of resources and experience.  Therefore, it 
seems appropriate that the ETUI should offer a course for this particular target group, 
empowering them to assist local EWC members and groups to which they have been 
appointed as coordinators optimally.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — to prepare local trade union officers for the responsibility of supporting and 
coordinating EWC members and company groups;

 — to encourage an exchange of experiences between EWC coordinators from 
different sectors and nationalities;

 — to discuss and practice the establishment and functioning of a EWC;
 — to organise a debate with an experienced EWC member and ETUF policy officers 

on the role of a EWC coordinator.

Local trade union officers who are responsible for the coordination of EWC members 
at national level and/or the expert support of SNB/EWC/SE RB.

Date: 4-6 October 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Bruno Demaître
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans 
/ Elisa Santaniello

31

Trade union coordination of European Works 
Councils and SE Works Councils

Ref. 1652-904

Venue: Bratislava

Languages: EN FR

Partners: EWPCC

Pedagogical pathway WA1
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There are currently about 65 companies in the commerce sector that fall under the 
EWC directive and about 40 have a EWC. However, there are only 10 EWC coordinators 
for all those companies and of those, very little regular information is exchanged. In 
addition, too often EWC coordinators, when appointed among trade union affiliates, 
lack a European perspective and they bring their national perspective instead.

With a view to improve the coordination and the effectiveness of the communication 
process, the last UNI Europa Commerce conference on 3 June 2015 adopted a new 
procedure on European works councils targeting trade union affiliates, EWC delegates 
and the UNI Europa Secretariat. 

Description

Objectives 

Venue: Florence Date: 2-4 May 2016

Number of participants: 20 Languages: EN FR ES IT

Education Officer: Bruno Demaître
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans 

Partners: UNI Europa

31

Ref. 1652-953

 — to ensure the implementation of the new UNI Europa Commerce EWC procedure 
and bring concrete examples on how such procedure could improve the 
effectiveness of EWCs as a powerful trade union tool with a view to engage in a 
constructive dialogue with MNCs;

 — to train EWC coordinators on their tasks, role and responsibilities; 
 — to improve the coordination with the EWC chairman and secretary;
 — to improve communication between UNI Europa, EWC coordinators and trade 

union officials;
 — to raise awareness among trade unions of the importance of appointing a UNI 

Europa coordinator and increase its number in the future;
 — to strengthen the coordination between EWC delegates, coordinators and their 

unions; 

Target audience

EWC coordinators, EWC chairmen/chairwomen and secretaries as well as trade union 
officials in charge of a particular MNC company.
Possible targeted companies would be: Auchan, Carrefour, Decathlon, Delhaize Ahold, 
Fnac, H&M, IKEA, Inditex, Metro group, Staples, Tesco.

Training for EWC coordinators, chairpersons and 
trade union officials in charge of the commerce 
sector 

 — to strengthen the link with existing and future global trade union alliances.

Pedagogical pathway WA3
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Occupational Health & Safety (OSH) is not included as a possible topic for information 
and consultation in the subsidiary requirements of the EWC directive, nor in the 
minimum standards of the SE directive.  Nevertheless, it is a topic that is transnational 
by nature, supported by several EU-level directives and recommendations and it is also 
a binding element between representatives from different member states.  Moreover, it 
is a subject which employers are often in favour of discussing at European level.  This 
seminar aims at inspiring more EWCs to put OSH on the agenda of the transnational 
company-level social dialogue.

Description

Objectives 

Target audience

 — to familiarise the participants with the European framework on OSH issues;
 — to present a best practice example of EWC activities in the field of OSH;
 — to organise a debate with OSH experts;
 — to encourage the participants to make their own risk assessment, consider the 

potential of a European-level approach of the topic and develop a draft OSH action 
plan.

Experienced EWC/SE RB members who want to enlarge the scope of activities of their 
European representative body, in particular in the field of OSH.

Date: 30 November - 2 December 2016

Number of participants: 20

Education Officer: Bruno Demaître
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans 
/ Elisa Santaniello

31

OSH : Expanding the EWC horizon

Ref. 1652-905

Venue: Bilbao

Languages: EN FR ES DE

Partners: EWPCC

Pedagogical pathway WB
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The responsibility of a worker representative on the supervisory or administrative 
board of a European Company (SE) requires specific skills and knowledge.  Moreover, 
such a person does not only represent the interests of the workers of his or her 
home country.  In their role they should in fact take into consideration the impact of 
strategic decisions on all staff, wherever they are situated.  Therefore, an open and 
continuous interaction with the European Representative Body and with local worker 
representatives is crucial.  The seminar will focus on both these aspects, the framework 
of company law and the linking of the different levels of representation.

Description

Objectives 

Venue: BerlinDate:  tbc

Number of participants: 15 Languages: EN DE

Education Officer: Bruno Demaître
Administrative assistance: Lut Coremans
/ Elisa Santaniello

Partners: EWPCC

31

Company law and linking the board with other 
levels of worker representation sector 

Ref. 1652-906

 — to familiarise the participants with different aspects of company law;
 — to organise a debate about multinational company strategies;
 — to inspire a reflection about the link between board level representation and 

worker representation at other levels within the group

Target audience
Board level employee representatives from a selection of European Companies (SE).

Pedagogical pathway WB5
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Group I

100%

of participation fee

60€/day

Andorra
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Liechtenstein*
Luxembourg
Malta
Monaco
Norway*
Portugal
San Marino
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland*
The Netherlands
United Kingdom

Group II

40%

of participation fee

24€/day

Croatia
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

Group III

25%

of participation fee

15€/day

Bulgaria
FYROM
Montenegro
Romania
Serbia
Turkey

*These countries, as non-EU members, must pay the total costs of the activities.
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